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INTRODUCTION 
Let P: @” + Cm be a polynomial mapping and consider the system of 
differential equations 
Pj(D)f(f)=O, j = 1, . . . . m, (*I 
where D = ia/& and f is a, say, smooth function in some bounded convex 
domain ~2 c R”. 
If in particular f happens to be an exponential 
f(t)=e-i(i.~) 
it clearly solves (*) precisely if 
The so-called fundamental principle of Ehrenpreis and Palamodov says 
roughly that, conversely, any solution to (*) can be represented as a super- 
position of exponentials with frequencies in P -l(O). 
THEOREM [6, 81. If f solves (*), there are measures p, supported on 
P-‘(O) such that 
f(t) = 1 J Aj(l, t)e -‘(k’) dpj(i)v (1) 
j C” 
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where Ai are polynomials such that 
is a solution to (*) for each fixed i E P-‘(O). 
The usual proof of this theorem (see, e.g., [4, Chap. 81) is a duality 
argument in which the crucial point is an interpolation theorem saying that 
any holomorphic function of a certain growth defined on P-‘(O) may be 
extended to an entire function of the same growth. (First however one has 
to give a precise meaning to the concept of a holomorphic function on a 
singular variety.) 
The basic observation in this paper is that since such interpolation 
problems may now be solved explicitly by integral formulas and residue 
currents (cf. [2,9]), one can also, at least under some extra hypotheses, 
obtain an explicit formula for the representation (1). The formula that we 
get (see Theorem 2) differs in fact from (1) in that the polynomials Aj and 
the measures pj are replaced by one single current, supported on P-‘(O), 
which acts on the exponentials e Pi(i~‘). 
The current in question may be written as the product of a smooth form 
(given in terms off) with the residue current 
a[$] A .‘. /d[k]. 
(See Definition 3.) 
Even though the existence of residue currents in general is proved via a 
resolution of singularities, there are many concrete cases (i.e., when certain 
collections of differential operators are given) for which our construction 
can be carried out by hand. This is for instance always true when the 
variety is nonsingular. 
One important feature of our formula is that f itself appears in the 
representation. For example, if n = 1 and P = z - a, we write the general 
solution as f(c)e-‘““-” rather than just const. e --ia’. 
In fact, it turns out that in many cases it is only the boundary values of 
J; and of some of its derivatives, that occur in the representation formula. 
(See Remark 4. ) 
The final section contains some examples which show that even when the 
residue current is very simple, the formula still has some content and a 
certain interest. In particular, taking for (*) the &system of equations we 
end up with the Cauchy-Leray formula. In this situation the variety is 
linear, which from the residue view-point is about the simplest possible 
case. 
There are two conditions that will be imposed on the mapping P, namely 
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that it be a complete intersection (Definition 1) and that it be hypoelliptic 
(Definition 2). Of these the first one is essential, since it is a crucial point in 
proving Theorem 1, whereas the latter could be dispensed with, at the cost 
of complication of the formulas. (See [ 12, Sect. 4d], where polynomial 
weights are introduced.) 
1 
Throughout this paper the following notation is used: Coordinates in IX” 
are denoted t = (t i , . . . . t,) while coordinates in @” are written alternatively 
z = (z 1) . ..) z,), Zj=Xj+iyj; and [=([i,...,[,), [j=t,+iqj. 
By Q we shall mean a bounded strictly convex domain in R” given as 
G! = {t E IV; p(t) < 1 }, where p is a function which is smooth except at the 
origin, and which satisfies p(k) = Ap( t), for all A E R + . This homogeneity 
implies in particular that 0 E 52. 
The complex supporting function for Q will be denoted q and it is 
defined by 
rp(i)=cp(rl)=s~~Im(t,i)=sup(t,?). 
IER 
It follows that q is again a homogeneous function, smooth away from the 
origin, and that the domain Q* = {q E UP; q(c) < 1 } is bounded and strictly 
convex. 
In our computations we will usually replace cp by any smooth convex 
function, still written q, which coincides with the original one outside a 
small neighborhod of the origin. For the gradient (acp/aq,, .. . . &~@q,) we 
simply write cp’. 
To every polynomial mapping z H (P,(z), . . . . P,(z)) we associate a Hefer 
matrix ( gjk) consisting of polynomials gjk( c, z) which satisfy 
p,(z) - pj(O = 1 gjk(i9 ')('k - ikh j= 1, . . . . m; k = 1, . . . . n. 
k 
We also introduce the corresponding differential forms 
gj(‘C, Z) = C gjk(c, Z) ‘Kk 
k 
and 
s(L z) = SAL z) * ..! A s,(L z). 
Finally we use the classical notation 9(Q), 6(Q), 8’(Q) for the spaces of 
test functions and compactly supported distributions, as well as $(a), 
b’(0) for the corresponding spaces of Fourier-Laplace transforms. 
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Remark 1. We will frequently replace Q by its closure a in the above 
notation. The fact that distributions in 8”(w), i.e., distributions with sup- 
port contained in 0, act naturally on functions in &(a) is a consequence of 
[ 7, Thtoreme XXXIV]. 
Let P: C” + C” be a polynomial mapping taking z to (PI(z), . . . . P,(z)). 
We will be concerned with the following system of differential equations: 
fy~)f(~)=0, j=l,..., m, tES2, (*I 
where D = (O,, . . . . D,) = i(a/&,, . . . . a/&,) = id/at, and f’~ 6(Q). 
Our mapping P will be subject to the two conditions made precise by the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. A polynomial mapping P: @” -+ @” is said to be a com- 
plete intersection if codim c P -l(O) = m, hence in particular m < n. 
DEFINITION 2. A polynomial mapping P: @” -+ @” is said to be 
hypoelliptic if 
for all [E P -l(O) and for some constants A, y > 0. 
An important tool in our investigations is the concept of residue 
currents. These provide a rigorous interpretation of expressions like 
a( l/P,) A “. A a( l/P,). 
DEFINITION 3 [S, lo]. Let P: C” -+ @” be a complete intersection 
polynomial mapping and let x denote (a smooth approximation of) the 
characteristic function of the interval [ 1, co). 
The (0, q)-current a[l/P,] A ... A a[l/P,][l/P,+,] ... [l/P,], which 
we also write as RYPm -y, is then defined as the weak limit 
limaxE, .,, ^~X~+I X”, ...-, E--t 0 p, p, p,+, pnl 
where xf = x( 1 P,//E,), the &j being positive functions such that 
(i) E,(E)+O as E+O 
(ii) $1 . ..E ;y-0 or +cc as E--t0 for all rEQQ”. 
Remark 2. It is also possible to take x; = jP,I” in Definition 3, see 
[ll, 123. 
Remark 3. Since polynom als in C:” r lay be viewed as rational functicns 
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on P”, namely the corresponding homogeneous polynomials, it follows 
from [lo] that the currents R”P”-” can be extended to all of P”. This fact 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 below. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P: C” -+ @” be a complete intersection polynomial 
mapping. The residue current R” is then supported by P -l(O) and satisfies 
PIRm=O, j = 1, . . . . m. 
Proof See [S]. The fact that supp R” is contained in P-‘(O) is 
immediate. 
The following is an elementary result from convex analysis and we omit 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. The mapping &S* + &2 given by n H q’(n) is a dtffeo- 
morphism with inverse t H p’(t). 
We may now state our first theorem which is much in the same spirit as 
Theorem 3 of [2] and Theorem 6.2.2 of [9]. 
THEOREM 1. Let P: C” + @” be a complete intersection polynomial 
mapping. Then one can find linear operators 
s ,, . ..) s,, $: G(8) -+ d’(i=q, 
such that 
h(z) = 1 (gjh)(z) P,(z) + ( f’h’h)(zL for all h E G&D). 
Moreover, T may be explicitly defined by 
(Th)(z)= (27ci))“Rm([).g(c, z) A h(r)e-i<,‘cs’,~~;>(2aa(p(i))““, 
and hence Th = 0 precisely when h is in the ideal generated by P, , . . . . P,. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that h E $(a) and let II/ be a smooth differential form 
on @” with coefficients having derivatives of at most polynomial growth. Then 
h(ik - i<‘?‘(i).;-<)$,(,Y) may b e considered as a smooth form on P”, vanishing 
on the hyperplane at infinity, and it is bounded by const. eqp(” in all semi- 
norms of the topology of test forms on P”. 
Proof of the Lemma. For each k E N we can find a constant Ck such 
that 
<C,(l + l[l))ke’P(J), 
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the latter inequality being a consequence of the convexity of cp, Since &(0) 
is closed under differentiation, and since the different canonical coordinate 
systems on ff” are connected by rational transformations, the lemma 
follows. (Notice that cp’ is innocuous in view of its homogeneity.) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let h be a function in $(a). The weighted 
representation formulas of [3] and [l, Example 31 allow us to write 
h(z) = (274 -n Jcn h([)e mrcv’,z - {) 
(2) 
provided that the holomorphic function G: @ + C and the mapping Q([, z): 
@*” + C” are chosen in such a way that Lemma 1 applies to the integrand. 
(By q we understand the form q([, z) = Ck Qk(c, z) dik.) 
Our choice will be to take for G the polynomial 
and to let Q be given by 
Q = Q’ = (Q;,..., Q”,), with Q;(l;, z) = f ‘:“b”;;l” ‘). 
j=l J 
Now let us examine what becomes of (2) as we let E -+ 0. 
First we consider the term corresponding to a = 0, in which we choose to 
interpret (2rri) -“G( (Q’, z - [)) as a current on P” acting on the test form 
he -i(V’.: -i)(‘J&$)7 
In view of Definition 3 we have 
(Q’,z-[)=C pj(Z)&-XJ -+Cf’j(z)C1If’j(S)I-m, > 
(3) 
J 
the limit being understood in the sense of currents. Since furthermore 
G 1 P~(z)ClIPj(t)l -m 
i > 
= CC-m) + G, ( 1 PJ(zKIIf’j(C)l > 
with G, being a polynomial satisfying G,(O) = 0, it follows, from Lemma 1 
and the fact G( -m) = 0, that 
lim (27~;)~” G((Q’, ~-i)).(he~‘<~‘,‘-~>(2aa(~)‘) 
C’O 
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1 (s~h)(z) pj(z)3 (4) 
where $,-'h E d’(a). The intermediate cases u = 1, . . . . m - 1 are treated in a 
similar way except that in the presence of the factor 8q’ the limit (3) 
becomes more delicate due to interactions such as 
It turns out that the special form of G is crucial and we refer to the proof of 
Theorem 6.1.1 in [9] where this has been carried out in detail. We thus 
find the 37, a= 1, . . . . m - 1, which again satisfy (4) and we set 
gj=q+ . . . +y. 
Since obviously G (a) = 0 for a > m, only the term with a =m remains _ 
to be dealt with. Once more recalling Definition 3 we find lim, +,,(i?qe)m = 
(1 a[ l/P,] A g,)” = m! a[ l/P,] A g, A . . . A a[ l/P,] A g, = m! R” A g, 
which together with the observation G (*) = 1 shows that we indeed obtain 
G’“’ 
lim(2xi)-“~(dq”)m.he-‘~~‘~‘-~~(2~~(p)”-m=~~. 
c-0 
The final assertion of the theorem is now an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 1. 
IncaseaP,r\ ... A c?P, #O on P-'(O), so that in particular P-'(O) is 
nonsingular, one can define Q’ by 
Qi(t’, z)= ( f Pjo gjk(i, Z))/( f IPj(i)12 + &)T 
/=I j=l 
and G by 
G(1) = (1 + A)m. 
Then 
G((Q”,z-i))= ( 
C pj(i> pj(z) + & m 
> z ,pj~r~,2+E , 
and the proof of Theorem 1 becomes elementary, i.e., independent of 
residue theory. (See [2].) 
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THEOREM 23. Let P: @” + Cm be a complete intersection hypoelliptic 
polynomial mapping. Then f, given as in the preceding theorem, induces an 
operator 
whose transpose 
T: s’(a) + cY(O), 
T*: 8(w) -+ S(Q) 
is a projection operator on the space of solutions to (*). In fact, if f E &‘(a) 
satisfies (*), the natural representation 
f(t) = (T*f )(t)> tEl2, 
may be written explicitly 
f(t) = (2xi)-“R”([).g(i& D) f(cp’(c)) A e-i(i,‘~p’c0)(2aa~(r))~-m, (5) 
where g([, D) f (q’) is the form obtainedfrom g([, z) by considering its coef- 
ficients as polynomials in z and replacing zk by D”f I, = Vp’. 
Remark 4. It follows from Proposition 2 that letting cp be the true 
supporting function (hence singular on {q = 0} ) one has that cp’ maps 
@“\(q = O> onto the boundary of 12. So, if we can attach a meaning to (5) 
without regularizing cp, then we have a formula representing f in terms of 
its boundary values. 
Incase one has to regularize cp, one gets instead that cp’ maps @” onto 0. 
First we prove an analogue of Lemma 1, in which we denote by IJ’~A,~ the 
closure in P” of the set (cf. Definition 2) 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that h E C?‘(Q) and let $ be a smooth d$ferential form 
on @” with coefficients having derivatives of at most polynomial growth. Then 
h(C)e- i<@‘(i).Z -0 9(c) may b e considered as a smooth form on P;,,, 
vanishing on the hyperplane at infinity, and it is bounded by const. e+‘@) in all 
semi-norms of the topology of test forms on P>,?. 
Proof of the Lemma. We can find positive constants C, N, E such that 
Ih(()e-i(v’li)t~-t)l ~c(l + III)N,(I-&)(P(~)+(~‘()~)(Y-~) 
<C(l + l[l)Nepea(s)+‘P(Y). 
But lQY<A(l +lql) implies that e- MI) decreases faster than any 
polynomial as Ill + co. The lemma now follows as in the proof of 
58018412.8 
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Lemma 1. (Notice that we tacitly used that cp(q)>dlql, 6>0, which 
follows from 0 # 0.) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since P is assumed to be hypoelliptic the residue 
current R” has its support in some P;,g. Therefore the definition of the 
operator p is unchanged if we replace the current R” by 
x(B(1 + lrll “I- lil ‘)Rm, 
where x is a smooth function such that 
i 
x(t) = 1, t>1 
x(t) = 0, t < 0, 
and B and k are suitably chosen constants. Then it follows from Lemma 2 
that p may be extended to act on all of 8’(Q). The operator T is now 
defined by the commutative diagram 
8’(Q) f &(B) 
h I h T (6) - 
E’(Q) 2 b’(Q). 
To see that T* is a projection operator we first observe that 
P,(D) T*f= 0, j = 1, . . . . m. 
Indeed, for u E Q(Q), we have 
u.Pj(D) T*f = Pj(-D)u.T*f = TP,(-D)u.f, 
and since by Theorem 1 
fi$$= Q’ctiP,) =o 
it follows from (6) that TP,( - D)u = 0. 
Next we must show that if f solves (*) then 
T*f=L 
or equivalently 
u.T"f=u.f, for any zi E g(Q). 
But Theorem 1 tells us that 
ti-%=cfijP,, for some vi E S’(B), 
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and hence 
u- Tu=c P,(-D)v,, 
which in turn yields 
u.(f-T*f)=(u-Tu).f=xP,(-D)q.f 
=c u,.P,(D)f=O, 
and we are done. 
To deduce the formula (5) we start by writing 
(T*f)(t)=i?,.T*f =Td,.f =(2n)-“(~‘-i~i~‘))(x).~(-x) 
=(4~2i)-“fR”j(-~){Rm(i).g(i,x) A e -I((i,t)+((P’.-r-1:))(25a(P)n-m} & 
and then we claim that in this last expression the integration commutes 
with the action of the residue current. 
Accepting this for the moment one thus obtains 
where the integration is performed on the coefficients of the differential 
form g. Now, the Fourier inversion formula gives 
(2x1 mn[Rnffx) g(i, -x)e’(‘P’T’)= g(L D) f(q’) 
and (5) follows. 
Remark 5. Strictly speaking we should extend f into a sufficiently 
smooth) function with compact support in order to define j: However, only 
the values on Q, off and its derivatives, occur in the final formula, and so 
the specific choice of extension is immaterial. 
To verify the claim let 
F(x) = (fe p’(i*“)(x), 
so that F is a smooth function of at most polynomial growth on R”. Since 
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f( -x) is a smooth, rapidly decreasing function, so is I( -x) F(x) and 
hence the integral can be written as a limit of Riemann-sums 
s Rn.f( -x) F(x) dx= FF, JTJ( -xJ”)) F(xjk)) pjk). I 
But 
where 
and it remains only to see that 
J’-“, C w(5, x,!“‘)f( -x,!“)) pjk)= IRnf( -x) o(x) dx 
I 
as test forms on P; y. This follows from Lemma 2 together with the fact 
that the Fourier integral 
f?(r) = j k(x) e -z(r,.r), 
where k is a smooth, rapidly decreasing function, is a limit of Riemann- 
sums uniformly for r in any compact. (Recall that cp’ takes its values in a 
compact set.) 
2 
Here we shall study what the formula (5) means in some concrete 
examples. We start with an ordinary differential equation on an interval 
in [w. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P(i)= (5-crl)(i-az)...(r-clp) be a polynomial with 
simple zeros and consider the equation 
P(~).!-(f) = 0, fE(-u,a). 
Here 
cp(vl)=alvl, g(L z) = (P(z) - P(i))l(z - 0 
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and 
&R= f -&,. 
j = 1 "ta') 
So if we put Q,(z) = (P(z)- P(aj))/P’(aj)(z- a,) and if we assume that no 
aj is real, Eq. (5) takes the form 
f(t)= 1 Q,(D)f(u)ci(=+‘++ 1 Q,(D)f(-a)e-i(al,‘+a). 
1ma,>o Ima,< 
In general one should regularize cp according to the recipe in Section 1, but 
since a zero-dimensional variety is finite we can take almost any function 
for cp. The choice cp = 0 gives, e.g., the analogouos formula 
As mentioned (Remark 4) our formula represents f as a boundary integral 
in case we have not had to regularize cp. Actually it may even happen that 
only part of the boundary is involved. This is because the only values of q 
that enter into the formula are those which lie in the projection of the 
characteristic variety onto iR”. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let P(c) = --ii0 + CT= I if so that 
P(D) = a/at, - f a2latf 
j=l 
is the heat operator. Then the characteristic variety P-‘(O) is given by the 
equations 
i 
50=2(L rl) 
~O=yl=-t=, 
and the projection of P-l(O) on iR” is 
A = ho, rl); Q2> f/o). 
In particular A does not intersect the positive q,-axis. In order to draw an 
interesting conclusion from this fact we wish to choose 52 so that q’(A) 
omits a considerable part of 852. Let Q = Q, n {(to, t); to < a}, where Sz, is 
a smoothly bounded strictly convex set and the number a is chosen so that 
Q is a proper non-empty subset of 52,. It follows that 88 is partly flat and 
D is thus not formally covered by our theorem. If we take the liberty to 
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proceed anyway (leaving the formal justifications to the suspicious reader) 
we find that the set 
Q* = {hb v); cp < 1) 
will have a corner on the positive q,,-axis and that cp’(qO, q) will belong to 
the strictly convex part of &2 if (q,,, q) is not on the positive q,-axis, in 
particular if (qO, q) E A. 
The point we want to make is that in our representation formula (5) 
only values of f (and of the first derivatives of f) on the strictly convex 
part of LX2 will occur. This is of course a familiar property of the heat 
equation. 
EXAMPLE 3. We now consider the &equations in a convex domain 
Sz c C” E lR*“. In lR*” we use the real coordinates 
f= (t,, ‘.., t*,) 
and the complex ones 
w= (WI, ..‘, WA ~~=t~+it,+~. 
The operators 
ajawj= ;(a/at,+ iapt, +j) 
are given by the polynomials 
P,(i) = %i, +, - ii,), 
and the variety V= P-'(O) is defined by [,,, +, = iij, j= 1, . . . . m. On V 
it holds that qm +, = <, and so if, as before, cp([)= ~(9) denotes the 
supporting function for Q and if we define 
we have 
@=a on Vr Cm, 
and 
j*(aacp) =aaq 
where j: V + C 2m is the inclusion map. Moreover 
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so that on V we have 
and similarly ([, t) =cf:, [jtj=cJ?c, ij(tj+it,+j)= ([, w). 
Next we observe that if we make the obvious choice 
then 
gj = dPj 
(2ni) -“R” A g = [VI], 
the current of integration along V. 
It thus follows from Theorem 2 that 
f(w) =f(t) = (2ni)-*“R” A g.f(cp’)e-‘<i,‘-“‘)(2aacp)m 
= (2ni)-” jvzcmf(2i?E) e-i(i’H’--2r(a~‘ai))(25aQ,)“. (7) 
To evaluate the latter integral we introduce a kind of polar coordinates 
(ST z), SE(0, co), ZEao, 
by putting 
lj=2is$f (z), j= l,, . . . . m. 
I 
This implies that 
s = @(i) 
z,=Zi$([), j = 1, . . . . m. 
J 
Indeed, writing zI = xJ + ix, +j we get immediately from Proposition 2 that 
the inverse of the map 
(0, al)xaB3(s,z)HSp’(X)=~ (8) 
is given by 
s=cp(rl) 
and our change of variables is just the map (8) written in complex 
notation. 
We finally have to express &Y@ in these variables, and first we note that 
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Then we apply the d-operator to find 
a@= -(f, v(g))= -dwJ(z)) 
= -(ds A ap + saap). 
(To be quite accurate we should write j*(&?ap), etc., where j now is the 
inclusion 852 -+ C “.) 
Since (&)“=O on as2 we obtain (2%@)“‘=(-l)“ms”-‘ds A 28~ A 
(2aap)m - I, and hence (7) becomes 
This is precisely the Cauchy-Leray formula for a convex domain. 
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